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Upco International Inc. Announces New Features Added To The Upco App
Vancouver, BC, August 7, 2019, Upco International Inc. (CSE: UPCO) (OTCQB: UCCPF) (FSE: U06)
("Upco") is pleased to announce that it has implemented new features to the Upco App which are
designed to increase the functionality of the application. The updates are now available on the Apple
App Store and Google Playstore.
The Upco application now has a secured area where anyone can store and save private materials
including pictures, voice notes, text notes and contacts.
The second and most important update is the introduction of “Chat-out”. Upco users can chat with
anyone in the world for free. Even if the users don’t have Upco application installed. The user can reach
any person in the world! Independent if the contact uses Whatsapp, Telegram, Viber, Skype or any other
messenger. Upco has also improved the functionalities of the application by increasing the stream over
the air for Videos and Pictures.
Upco also announces the release date the middleware for UpcoPay is anticipated to be released in the
next few months which will allow Upco to activate its e-commerce solutions.
Mr. Andrea Pagani, CEO and President commented: “We are extremely pleased and gratified at the
steady progress that is being made in the development and the delivery of our integrated
communications and e-commerce solutions”.

About Upco International Inc.
Upco International Inc. is a cloud-based mobile service company which provides high-quality voice
termination to a market-driven by the growing activity in online communications and commerce. Upco
is a licensed Global Telecom Carrier within the international VoIP (voice over IP) wholesale business.
Upco has designed a software application for Apple iOS and Android, similar to SKYPE and WhatsApp.
With the forthcoming addition of the Upco e-Wallet using Blockchain Payment Services, users will be
able to: send invoices, approve payments, transfer international funds, convert international currencies,
and track transfers and payments. The application will also allow vendors to securely share account
information with their clients.
Please visit upcointernational.com or upcomobile.com for further information.
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Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its regulation services provider has reviewed or accepted
responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of the content of this news release.

Forward-Looking Statements
Except for the statements of historical fact, the information contained herein is of a forward-looking
nature. Such forward-looking information involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievement of the Company to be
materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by
statements containing forward-looking information. Such factors include continued availability of capital
and financing and general economic, market or business conditions.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or
intended. There can be no assurance that statements containing forward-looking information will prove
to be accurate as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such
statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on statements containing forwardlooking information. Readers should review the risk factors set out in the Company’s Filing Statement as
filed on SEDAR.

